
What can I do to help my child?



§Emerging pre-reader (typically between 6 months to 5 
years)

§ “By the end of this stage,  a child ‘pretends’ to read, can - over time - retell a story 
when looking at pages of book previously read to them.

§ Can names letters of alphabet; can recognises some signs; can print own name; and 
plays with books, pencils and paper. 

§ Acquires skills by being read to by an adult (or older child) who responds to the 
child’s questions and warmly appreciates the child’s interest in books and reading. 

§ The child understand thousands of words they hear by age 5 but can usually read 
few, if any of them.”

§ Wolf (2008)



§Emergent and Novice (typically between 5 to 7 years)
§ Learning the relationships between letters and sounds, and between printed and 

spoken words. The child starts to read simple text containing high frequency words 
and phonetically regular words, and uses emerging skills to ‘sound out’ new one-
syllable words. 

§ There is direct instruction in letter-sound relations (phonics). 

§ The child is being read to on a level above what a child can read independently, to 
develop more advanced language patterns, vocabulary and concepts. 

§ Later in this stage most children can understand approximately 4000, but can read 
about 600.



§Decoder (typically between 7 - 9 years old)
§ Reading simple, familiar stories and selections with increasing fluency.  This is 

done by consolidating the basic decoding elements: phonics, sight vocabulary and 
meaning in the reading of familiar stories and selections. 

§ A child is still being read to at levels above their own independent reading level, to 
develop language, vocabulary and understanding.

§ About 3000 words can be read; approximately 9000 understood when heard. 
Listening is still more effective than reading.



§Fluent and Comprehending (typically between 9 - 15 
years)

§ At this time we can all be lulled by fluent-sounding reading into thinking that 
a child understands all the words he or she is reading.

§ At this stage the goal is going deeper: an increased capacity to apply an 
understanding of the varied uses of words - irony, voice, metaphor, and point of 
view - to go below the surface of the text.



§Expert (typically from 16 years and older)
§ By this stage, the learner is reading widely from a broad range of complex 

materials, both expository and narrative, with a variety of viewpoints. 

§ Learners are reading widely across the disciplines, include the physical, biological 
and social sciences as well as the humanities, politics and current affairs. 





PHONICS

26 LETTERS

44 PHONEMES 

144 LETTER COMBINATIONS!

HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/UCI2MU7URBC

HTTPS://WWW.PHONICSPLAY.CO.UK/BURIEDTREASURE2.HTML

https://youtu.be/UCI2mu7URBc
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/BuriedTreasure2.html


§Context clues 
§ When attempting to decipher the 

meaning of a new word, it is often 
useful to look at what comes before 
and after that word. The surrounding 
words can give readers helpful 
context clues about the meaning and 
structure of the new word, as well as 
how it is used.



§Although Simba was the true king, his
uncle, who usurped the throne, was ruling
the jungle with cruelty.

§Using the context what might usurped mean?



Picture clues
Pictorial clues can serve as a bridge 
to decoding strategies such as 
sounding out and blending (phonics). 

Pictures can also increase 
comprehension by providing 
elaboration for a text explanation and 
improve recollection and retention.

Teaching students to use the 
detecting strategy will help support 
other reading strategies as they learn 
how to read fluently and accurately.



§Bouma shape
§ The Bouma shape is essentially 

the shape that the letters in a 
word form. Shape changes based 
on the font and the upper case. 
Thus, reading upper cases is 
harder as the word loses its shape 
of a unit and becomes a set of 
letters.

§ Reading and recognizing sight 
words- tricky words/high 
frequency words



§ Phonics

§ Within English lessons

§ Reading books changes x3 a week

§ Library books

§ Guided reading sessions x4 a week

§ Encourage the love a reading and books!



§ We use these ‘guidelines’ to help gauge 
reading levels.  This is only a starting 
point for assessment and many other 
factors contribute to an end of year level.





§Phonics check Year 1

§Real words 

§Alien words

§Use of ‘sound buttons’

§Approx 32/40 to ‘pass’

§Can re-take in year 2



§ Sats Year 2



§What might 
children put for 
their answer?



§ Sats Year 6





Year 2 sats reading

Last summer 88% 
of children meeting 

the ‘Expected’ 
standard in 

reading.

50% of the the class 
were working at 
‘Greater Depth’-

the highest 
standard.



§Year 6 Sat Reading 
summer 2019.

Expected School 83% National 73%

Greater Depth School  33% National 27%



§ https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/reading/

§ Developing Reading at Home booklets- Key Stage 1 Year 1 and 2

§ Lowers Key Stage 2- Year 3 and 4

§ Upper Key stage 2- Year 5 and 6

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/reading/


§ “Experts agree that 
readers, no matter which 
reading philosophy is 
followed, have to practice, 
practice, practice.”

§ Maryanne Wolf 2008


